Alphabetical list of genre terms in the OLAC video game genre vocabulary

2D video games
3D video games
4X video games
Action adventure video games
Action video games
Adventure video games
Advergames (Video games)
Arcade-style video games
Artillery video games
Beat ’em up video games
Brain training video games
Casual video games
Construction and management simulation video games
Detective and mystery video games
Dungeon crawl video games
Educational video games
Empire-building video games
Erotic video games
Fantasy video games
Fashion and beauty video games
Fighting video games
First person shooter video games
First person video games
Flight simulation video games
Gambling video games
Game show video games
Graphic adventure video games
Hack and slash video games
Health video games
Horror video games
Interactive book video games
Language learning video games
Life simulation video games
Light gun video games
Logic video games
Management simulation video games
Maze video games
MMOG (Massively Multiplayer Online Game) video games
Music and rhythm video games
Open-ended simulation video games
Open world video games
Party video games
Persistent world video games
Pinball video games
Platform video games
Political video games
Puzzle video games
Quiz video games
Racing video games
Roguelike video games
Role playing video games
Science fiction video games
Shoot ‘em up video games
Shooter video games
Simulation video games
Sports video games
Strategy video games
Survival horror video games
Survival video games
Tactical role-playing video games
Third person video games
Tile-matching video games
Trivia video games
Vehicular combat video games
Video games
Visual novels (Video games)
Wargames (Video games)